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World
Flashes
From the

UnitedPress

Atlanta — The Graf Zeppelin,
which left Miami at 9:44 Monday
night, was reported over Alabama
Tuesday morning enroute to Akron,
Ohio, where it will refuel before
going on to A Century of Progress
Exposition at Chicago. The big
ship abandoned plans to go to Akron by way of the Atlantic seaboard due to bad weather and cut
across Florida and southwest Georgia into Alabama.
At 6:45 A. M. it radioed the government aeronautical weather bureau that it was over Wilcox, Ala.,
about eighty miles northeast of
Mobile and thirty miles north of
the Florida line.
It reported over Albany, Ga., at
five-thirty and over Columbus, Ga.,
at seven thirty-two, headed north.
A low ceiling and bad weather in
southern and northeastern Georgia
was believed to have caused the
ship to travel into Alabama and up
the Georgia line. It was due to
arrive in Akron late Tuesday.
WF-UP

See The
Team
Off
Tomorrow

antiBpur

Eollins

VOLUME 38

They'll
KNOCK
Newberry

WINTER PARK, FLORIDA, OCTOBER 25, 1933

DEADLINE FOR
RHODES AWARD
APPROACHING

CAMBRIDGE DEBATERS

Subject Is "Resolved the League of
Nations is the Only Secure
Guarantee of World Peace"

Prot. A. B. Trowbridge, Representing Oxford Scholarship Here,
Gives Details

As the time is drawing near when applications for the Rhodes
Scholarships are due. Professor Trowbridge, the representative to
the scholarship from Rollins College, wishes to make clear a few
interesting points concerning this
scholarship. He hopes that the information will arouse a considerable amount of interest and stimulation among the student in applying for this wonderful opportunity.
The founder of the expansive
Paris—Unofficial reports said scholarship was Cecil Rhodes, an
A new book that will undoubted'
forty persons were killed when the Englishman of unlimited ability.
ly cause quite a sensation is "Pro
Cherbourg-Paris express train was He was graduated from Oriel Colhibiting Poverty.** It was written
derailed at Conchesen-Ouches near lege, Oxford, and later won reby Mrs. Prestonia Mann Martin of
Evreaux and plunged into a stream. nown as an explorer of Africa. He
Florida. This will probably be of
The tangled coaches swept the discovered the famous Kimberly
interest to the students and facul
bank, ripping away telegraph lines mines and as a result was consid- ty of Rollins, because her husband
and destroying all communication. ered the richest man in the world. was a lecturer at, to quote Time
Temporary emergency lines were For the purpose of bringing into magazine, "Individualistic Roll;
set up, but only meager details of closer relations the English peoples College (Winter Park, Fla.)"
the disaster were available in of the world, Rhodes saw the opMrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt spoki
Paris.
portunity for such a scholarship.
on the possibilities of this book
He proceeded to establish the scholWF-UP
her address entitled "Young Amerarship which bears his name. It
Washington—A plan for estab- is most successful in its purpose of ica" before the New York Herald'
lishment of a board to dictate the bringing together the young men Tribune's Woman's Conference on
Current Problems.
She seemed
value of American money and fix of the Anglo-Saxon countries.
very much impressed by it. She
the price of gold and commodities
A Rhodes Scholarship is tenable spoke of it to Mr. Marconi who
in world markets was rapidly takimmediately wanted to know where
ing form today. Under President at the University of Oxford and
he could get hold of it,
Roosevelt's plan the government may be held for three years. Since,
however,
the
majority
of
Rhodes
To quote Time again, Mrs. Marwill not only continue to impound
some $3,750,000,000 in gold now in Scholars obtain standing which en- tin's introduction to the subject is
ables
them
to
take
a
degree
in
two
for
"All of the nation's young peO'
its hands, but through paying higher prices to domestic miners wili years, appointments are made for pie of both sexes, between the ages
two years in the first instance, and of 18 and 26, as a continuation of
seek to acquire all American gold
a Rhodes Scholar who wishes to re- their public school education, shall
hereafter mined.
main for a third year will be ex- b e industriously organized
It is proposed that in the future
pected to present a definite plan of produce, under scientific direction,
the R. F. C. will purchase for the
study for that period satisfactory a sufficiency of the necessary goods
government, at prices slightly
to his college and to the Rhodes [and services to constitute a decent
above the world price level, all gold
livelihood and to distribute these
offered. The effect would be to Trustees.
A Rhodes Scholar will normally goods and services without buying
raise gold prices and indirectly to
or selling them, to the entire popspend
his
third
year
at
Oxford,
but
raise commodity prices through a
where circumstances warrant it, he ulation."
cheapening of the dollar.
Mrs. Roosevelt says about Mrs
wili be allowed either to postpone
WF-UP
his third year, returning to Oxford Martin's ideas, "They are a little
McKeesport, Pa. — Three men for it after a period of work in his revolutionary. They may be adapt
were Killed and a number of oth- own country, or to spend it in post- ed to the gradual thinking of big
ers were reported injured in a cave- graduate work at any approved groups, but they are interesting.'
in at the McKeesport Coal & Coke University on the Continent of
It may be interesting to know
Company's mine near here.
Europe or in the United States or that Mrs. Roosevelt has ordered
Rollins Sandspur
the British Overseas Dominions, from The Bookery six copies of
on conditions approved by his own "Prohibiting Poverty" for the
College and the Rhodes Trustees. White House.
FROM
Rollins Sandspur
The stipend of a Rhodes Scholarship is four hundred pounds a year.
By ALANSON EDWARDS
A Rhodes Scholar should, thereUnited Press Staff Correspondent fore, if possible, supplement his
Strolling along Hollywood Boule- stipend by a t least fifty pounds
from his own resources. He is exvardThe Poetry Society of Rollins
Francis Lederer is known on the pected to live a normal life of^an College met last Friday evening at
entering into all
8et as Franz. . . . H. W. Hanne- Englishman,
the home of Mrs. Clinton Scollard.
man's three goldfish are named sports and regulations of their Several poems by Dorothy EmerThe tenure of a
137, 188 and 139. . . . While wait- school life.
son were read and discussed by the
ing an entrance cut, Richard Dix':5 Rhodes Scholarship is dependent members. Then Mrs. Scollard read
upon
the
maintenance
by the schotrousers were ignited by a floor
a number of Sara Teasdale's last
light. . . . Jack Oakie exercises lar of a standard of work and con- poems, published since her <feath.
two hours daily. . . . Jackie Cooper duct which, in the opinion of the After making plans for the next
gets to play cowboy and Indian Trustees, justifies his scholarship. session to be held some time in
all through his newest flicker. , . .
Thirty-two Scholarships are as- November, the meeting adjourned.
He calls his mother "Honey."
signed annually to the United
Those present were: Dorothy
La Dietrich's black enamel shoes States. Therefore, for the purpose Parmley, Betty Childs, ^ o r o t h y
with spiked red heels are quite the of making these appointments, the Emerson, John Davenport, Maxeda
wow in Hollywood. . . . A birthday states of the Union are grouped Hess, and Marlen Eldredge. All
gift sent from Germany by Doro- into eight districts of six states students interested in poetry are
thea Wieck's husband was lost in each. Since there is competition in urged to communicate with Mrs.
the mails
Wallace Ford doesn't every state, each state has a Com- Scollard before the next meeting.
Rollins Sandspur
know his own name; may never mittee of Selection which nomi'earn it. . . . Raised in an orphan- nates from the candidates applying
age as Sammy Jones, he was trav- to it the two best to appear before
eling with a pal named Wallace the District Committee. The variFord. . . . The pal died; Sammy ous District Committees then select from the twelve candidates so
Jones took the name.
nominated not more than four men.
The Oratorical 'Society, under
A fan wrote to Paramount askThese men will represent their
the leadership of Professor Pierce,
ing where she could sell all the austates as Rhodes Scholars of Oxheld its first meeting of the year
tographs she had collected. . . .
ford. There is no examination givin the Speech Studio on Tuesday
Listening to radio comics, Charlie
en in regard to the selection of the
evening. Officers for the year were
Ruggles remarked, "Seems that
candidates.
elected, and three members of the
while there's life there's imitation." . . . George Raft wears white
An applicant must in the in- society were chosen to act with the
suits with brilliant blue shirts. . . . stance present a written endorse- "Debate Council of Professors" in
Mae West bought her own ticket ment from the head of his college selecting and arranging details of
'o a "sneak" preview of "I'm No or university to the effect that he further debates. Following this,
Angel." . . . The cashier rang her
a suitable applicant for a the title of best true-story teller
™llar on the counter to make sure Rhodes Scholarship.
Ordinarily was hotly contested by various
" was okay.
not more than five candidates members of the speech classes, reSchool opening was a relief to should represent a given institu- sulting in some very doubtful
s'ndio cops. . . . The gangs of tion in the competition in a given "true stories".
The meeting was well attended
youngsters at the gates waiting ate.
or autographs have disappeared.
The following are the list of and it is hoped tthat many more
students
will turn out for the
• • • W. C. Fields ordered a carload qualities from which a candidate
»' giant spruce trees to his Toluca may be selected. The first two meeting next Tuesday. All those
J^ke hangout. . . . Said they were are the ones which Mr. Rhodes interested in speech or debating
are urged to attend.
Christmas trees for his friends.
(Continued on Pag* 2)

Mrs. Martin's Booh
Ordered for White
House Bookcases

HOLLYWOOD

Jessie Rittenhouse
Poetry Society Host

Oratorical Society
Holds First Meeting
In S p e e c h Studio

CAMBRIDGE TO
OPEN U.S.TOUR
WITH ROLLINS

On Monday evening, October 30, the Rollins varsity debating team
will meet Cambridge University from Cambridge, England, at 8:15
P. M. in the Annie Russell Theatre. The debate will be a nonone. The topic for the debate will be one of important sigMICHAEL BARKWAY
ALASTAIR SHASt'
nificance to everyone. It is, "ReQtlBINS' COLLBCB
CLARB COLUBOI
CAMBRIO<»
solved: The League of Nations is
OiUBBJDOB
the only secure guaranty of World
Peace." Cambridge will uphold
the affirmative. Students by presenting their association cards will
Those who attended the Sunday
admisison. To others there
service at the college chapel had
11 be a charge of fifty cents. It
the unusual opportunity of hearing
urged that students arrive before
a discussion of one of Eugene
10, as there is being reserved a
O'Neill's plays in Dr. Earl E.
Fleischman's address,
"Lazarus special section for them. In case
Victorious Team Supported by Work On Annual To Begin Laughed."
the students' section is not filled by
8:15 then those vacant seats will
Soon With Pictures
College and Friends
Dr. Fleischman first discussed
the choice of his subject. He said be put on sale to outsiders at the
box
office.
The Publications Union met i that all drama, except comedy,
While the Rollins football team
This will be the most important
was running wild over South Geor- Professor Wattles' room on Thun which deals with the escape from
home
debate of the year. It is ingia State, and the students were day, October 19. The new membei life, deals with good, evil, or the
yelling themselves hoarse, there recently elected by the student meaning of wisdom. O'Neill is deed a fitting tribute to Rollins
that
the
Cambridge debaters are
were others who, although some body, Ben Kuhns, Betty Childs and a seeker after God and an interof them could not be present, were Dave Bothe, were admitted to the pretation of God in modem man. opening their American tour here
in
Winter
Park. Both members of
His play, "The Great God Brown,"
as solidly behind the team as any group. Most important of the
shows the potential artist sacrific- the Cambridge team are graduates.
student. These were the merchants sues to come before the Union ^
The
first
speaker
is Alastan Sharp.
the
consideration
of
the
new
bids
ing
the
God
in
him,
his
creative
of Winter Park and Orlando who
bought season football tickets, and on the work to be done on the To- ability, for the worship of material He was bom in Aberdeen, May 25,
things. Dr. Fleischman went on 1911. He is a Scotsman. He was
who are as interested in the out- mokan.
educated at the Feltes College
come of every game as is the stuThe bids were opened and read to speak of the various subjects
dent body.
while several representatives of that 0*Neill concerns himself with where he was captain of boxing
The following merchants bought the bidding concerns were present. in his plays: The study of the and fives two years in Rugby footthese tickets: The T. G. Lee Dairy, After some discussion the contract sources of life, an intense interest ball, and president of the DebatThe Colonial Drug Store of Win- for the engraving was let to the in the desire that drives all men, ing Society. He went up to Clare
ter Park, the Rollins Press, the Southern Art Engraving Company a consideration of man's expiation College, Cambridge, in October,
Bookery, the Ft. Gatlin Pharmacy, of Tampa. This concern has done of his sense of guilt, a conception 1930, boxed for the University,
Sharkey's Restaurant, the Beach- the work on the Tomokan for the and interpretation of the Greek played football for his college,
god, Dionysus. O'Neill is a seek- played the violin in the musical
am Theatre, the Hamilton Hotel, last three years. The printing
the Philco Radio store, the Shell to be done by the Rollins Press of er after the salvation and eman- club and talked in the union. He
entered politics on the Tory side,
Gasoline Station of Winter Park, Winter Park. It is felt that the cipation of the individual.
the Davis Office Supply Co. of Or- proximity of the printer will greatThe play, "Lazarus Laughed," and began as champion of the Tory
lando, the City Transfer Co., R. ly facilitate the work of the staff. has been produced only once in Cause in the Union and chairman
C. Baker, Baldwin Hardware Store, Bob Black, editor of the Flamingo, this country, as it requires elab- of the Conservative Club. He deMr. Howard of the Cudahy Pack- announced that the contract for orate masks to represent the va- lighted in contrasts, and was often
ing Co., the Rendezvous, and Gary's the printing of the Flamingo had rious types of the seven ages of I to be seen walking out of the MuPharmacy. These men listed above also been let to the Rollins Press. man. There is also a chorus to sical Club into the Boxing Club.
have followed the "Tars" throughrepresent the emotional sense of He was elected a member of the
The matter of photography for
out their training period, and have
the play in which Lazarus' spirit Hawks' Club, an exclusive club of
the Tomokan is as yet undecided,
faith in the school team. They are
moves. The play deals with La- distinguished athletes. He read
but action will be taken in the very
friends of Rollins.
zarus' growing away from fear of classics and has planned to be a
near future. All freshm
the physical fact of death.
—-—Rollins Sandspur
lawyer. His profession is law, his
urged to start washing their
In the first scene Lazarus has passion is politics, his hobbies—
faces.
just risen from the dead with this music and games of every kind.
.Rollins Sandspur
message on his lips, "There is only
The second speaker for Camlife, I heard the heart of Jesus bridge is Michael Barkway who
laughing in my heart." Dr. Fleisch- was born at Redcar, Yorkshire, on
Friday, October 27, 1933
man said that while the laughter August 14, 1911, the son of the
Herman F.Siewert, Organist
in the play was disturbing to some Reverend Canon J. L. Barkway. He
Assisted by Jeanette Houghto
readers,
the play is really an "or- went to Haileybury in 1925, where
Contralto
chestration of laughter" with the
1. Chorale—Heiland-Bach. Nun
became head of House and
For the more ardent, far-sighted chorus echoing the laughter of Lakomm der Heiden.
school prefect. He came to Queen's
and ingenious Romeos this is al
2. Notturno—Greig.
College,
Cambridge, in October,
ready common knowledge.
For
The second scene is laid at night 1930, and from the first took a
3. Humoresque—Tchaikowski.
the less ardent, let it be stated
4. Cantilene Nuptiale—Dubois. here that the use of the college at Lazarus' house which has come part in the activities of the Union
to be called the "house of laugh- Society in the League of Nations
5. Voice.
canoes this year is open to stu6. Overture "Ruy Bias"—Men- dents free, gratis or withou|t ^charge, ter" from the spirit of happiness Union. He was elected a member
which pervades it. O'Neill con- of the Union Society Committee
delssohn.
You are asked, however, to contrasts the innocent laughter of this at the end of his first year, and
Tuesday, October 31
sider the rules applying to their
1. Overture "Lustspiel"—^Keler use and are warned that you are ene with the wild, evil laughter subsequently became president of
a later scene in Caesar's house the Union, and chairman of the
Bela.
liable in case of damage or misCapri.
2. Antante—Vierne.
University branch of the League
use. •
After the death of Christ, Caesar
3. Intermezzo—Rogers.
(Mr.) Jack McWatt has charge calls Lazarus to Rome to reveal his of Nations Union. He is also presi4. Consolation—Max Reger.
of the canoes. He will be at the secret of life and laughter. Cali- dent of the British Universities
5. Yesterthoughts—Herbert.
boat house at the following hours: gula, Tiberius and Pompeia, fa- League of Nations Society.
6. Polonaise in A Flat—Chopin.
In February, 1933, as vice-presiMonday, Tuesday, Wednesday,
There are still too few students Thursday and Friday—4:00-4.30 vorites of Caesar, are each in turn dent of the Union, he took part in
drawn from Evil by Lazarus'
coming to these splendid programs and 7:15-7.45 P. M.
a radio debate with Yale on the
laughter and long for the innoof Mr. Siewert's. Get your friends
Saturday—1:00-1.30 and 7:00- cence and purity of their youth but subject of War Debts.
to attend and you may be sure they 7:30 P. M.
He has read the Moral Sciences
ot strong enough to follow
will enjoy the numbers. Tell Mr.
Sunday—12:00-12:30 and 6:30inclination to the good, and Tripus, consisting of Philosophy,
Siewert of any selections that you 7:30 P. M.
Ethics,
Psychology, and Logic, and
they succumb to the law of cruelespecially like and he will include
ty, revenge, and hatred. Tiberius, subsequently the English scrips.
—Rollins Sandspur
them in a future program.
His
future
career is undecided. He
terrified that Lazarus may free
Rollins Sandspur
the people from the fear of death has no athletic distinction whatever.
and so free them from his power,
Rollins will be upheld by Bernard
burns him at the stake, and his
secret perishes with him. After Bralove and Maurice Dreicer. Brathis act, the Emperor becomes a love, a senior, is president of the
fitting symbol of a mad ruler of X Club, has been a member of the
d race who has rejected the baseball team for two years, is
The Tuesday meetings of the
principle
of life which is the source president of the Oratorical Society
Music Appreciation classes are beof Lazarus' laughter.
and debated all last year.' He
Fifty students have been select- ing well attended and a keen inter; is shown. At the meeting held
O'Neill believes that if the world is an honor member of Pi Kappa
ed to sing in the Glee Club after
the Annie Russell Theatre a could be freed from the fear of Delta and participated in 25 dele testing of a t least a hundred
ek ago, two guest artists, Mr. death it would be an entirely dif- bates last year. He spoke against
Oxford over WEAF and the "blue
The Glee Club plans to take sev- Perry and Miss Yarborough, made ferent world.
contributions
of benefit to the
The remainder of the program network of the N.B.C. hookup. He
eral short trips this year to St.
also debated against Dublin UniMr. Perry gave demonstra- included:
Petersburg, Jacksonville,
Palm
Beach, and other places where civ- tions on the bass clarinet and
The Invocation and the Lord's versity last year. He traveled on
a debate trip from Florida to Maine
clubs are likely to sponsor them. clarionet. Miss Yarborough sang Prayer—David Bothe.
and to California. He spoke beIntensive work on a light opera two songs by Mozart. Miss Cox
The Litany—Maxeda Hess.
will give them a stimulating year- and Miss Moore finished by playThe Bible Readings — Robert fore the National Teachers of
ing the eleventh Mozart sonata.
(Continued on Page 2)
ly program.
Black and Eleanor Morse.

CONTRACTS LET

ROLLINS TARS

Organ Vespers

College Canoes Now
Free To Students

Fifty Selections Are
Made for Glee Club
After Many Trials

Music Appreciation
Hour Excites Much
Student Interest

^^Lazarus Laughed/'
O'Neill Play, Topic
Of Chapel Address

THE

Trowbridge Explains
Details Concerning
Rhodes Scholarship
(Continued from Page 1)
stressed and considered most important:
(1) Literary and scholastic ability and attainments.
(2) Qualities of manhood, truth,
courage, devotion to duty, kindliness, unselfishness ,and fellowship.
(3) Exhibition of moral force of
character and of instincts to lead
and to take an interest in his
schoolmates.
(4) Physical vigor, as shown by
interest in outdoor sports or in
other ways.
Distinction, both in character
and personality and in intellect, is
the most important requirement for
a "Rhodes Scholarship and it is
upon this that Committees will
primarily insist.
No restrictions are placed upon
a Rhodes Scholar's choice of studies. He may obtain the Oxford
B. A. or may enter the Diploma
Courses in special subjects, or, if
qualified by previous training, may
be admitted to read for advanced
degrees.
A candidate to be eligible must:
(a) Be a male citizen of the
United States, with at least five
years' domicile, and unmarried.
(b) By the first of October of
the year for which he is elected
have passed his nineteenth and not
have passed his twenty-fifth birthday.
(c) By the first of October of
the year for which he is elected,
have completed at least his Sophomore year at some recognized degree-granting university or college
of the United States of America.
The five states with which the
applicants from Florida will compete are Virginia, North Carolina,
South Carolina, Georgia and Tennessee. If however, the student
feels that his chances for competition would be greater from his own
state, it is possible for him to be
a candidate from that particular
state.
Professor Trowbridge is going
fn ^„„,i - g meeting early next
lich he will discuss the
of the Rhodes Scholarhose who wish to com10 are especially inter>^o^;ju la becoming a candidate are
requested to be present at that
time.
The school hopes that, from its
large group of intellectual and gifted students, one will be rewarded
with this splendid opportunity
which has been made possible by
Cecil Rhodes—a man to whom the
world pays tribute.
Why Not Have a "Flashlight"
of That Party?
We can do it

The Page Photo
Studio
Hot Plates—95c and up

BENNETT
ELECTRIC SHOP

CARROL COONEY
SAYS
There is nothing I would rather
have in the world, with the possible
exception of a painless innoculation against all manner of backwhacking, big-mouthed, so-called
friends, than having each and any
one of you twitter "I don't like
that article of Cooney's", "I think
its awful!" or any other brilliant
criticism. It is a simple matter to
please a lot of empty-headed frillypuddlers.
It could be accomplished by
flinging into print a lot of
YOUR OWN ideas so you
could all leap about and say
"He's right!" OR by printing
every week a few of your
names, but I intend to do neither. (When I commenced this
article I did not even intend to
do anything—you are so universally ignorant.) I shall
spread my vast knowledge concerning all things under and
above the heavens across the
page, regardless whether you
like it or believe me, BUT
JUST REMEMBER THAT I
AM RIGHT!

a great billowing cheer thundered out echoing in the dell—
Georgia had been penalized 15
yards!
Scraggly
children
swarming about, coming from
nowhere—and looking
the
part—also added to the tenseness of the fray.
Now as I stoop far down until
my hands nearly touch the ground
I shall whisper softly a t o u t those
awe-inspiring sororities and their
rushing of colorful, stunning, little
freshmen. On bended knee I beg
of you little ones not to allow any
of that minute character and individualism you may possess to be
stifled out by sororities which have
a knack of promoting superficiality. DO NOT BECOME A TYPE!
In other words don't let your likes
and dislikes be governed; do not
scream when the others scream.
REMEMBER THAT A FRIEND
IS MORE VALUABLE THAN 498
SORORITIES. Those of you who
are left out deserve no pity, but
rather profound respect, for you
11 wax strong on your OWN
FEET.

To those of you who pride in beYou are getting to the point
ing so-called RADICALS, I shall
of being so egotistic that only
endeavor to stop laughing and say
those
things concerning you or
a few words. Most of your radiyour own stupid group are of
calism is [purely outward show.
any interest whatsoever. So
You are different, ah! You have
far has it gone that there is
amazing ideas, carefully planned
only one solution left. Once a
queer ideas to surprise and frusweek
we should hold "Complitrate the silly crass thoughts of
ment day", during which you
those about you—particularly the
tell
him
he played a good game
older generation. There is not an
of football so that he will adamazing or new thought that could
mire
your
front teeth—you
by some quirk of the imagination
like my story and I love your
come to your skulls. Youth for
tennis footwork.
In other
thousands of years has been radiwords praise and be praised.
cal. Tear down the old ways,
For as it is now things are in
sneer at the old books, roar at the
a hopeless state. You all move
old thoughts but never fear, 0,
about the campus THINKING
Fools, soon all this will change and
EVERY ONE IS INTERESTyou will find yourself wondering
ED IN WHO YOU ARE,
how to keep a few beet-faced chilWHAT YOU ARE OR WHAT
dren from being the clever knowYOU HAVE DONE, whereas
it-alls you yourselves once were.
no one can spare enough time
Merely because you recline
from THINKING about themon the back seat of a ear while
selves to give you or your accthe driver effortlessly pushes
complishments a s e c o n d
the horn button, does not imthought.
ply that there is an iota of college spirit lurking here 'neath
The other day someone accosted
stagnant palms. Or because
e and handed roe a blue slip. I
cheer leaders flip their bodies
took it slyly and in the privacy of
grotesquely about. When a
my room after profound thought
half-back, last Tuesday night,
alized that I HAD BEEN
circled the field nine consecuELECTED TO THE STUDENT
tive times if he extracted AN
INTOXICATED WHOOP from
the ignorant orange peasant,
he was indeed fortunate. Once

ROLLINS

SANDSPUR

Rollins Debaters to
Meet Cambridge in
Non-Decision Debate

''Winch" Says:

Talk on World's Fair
Given hy Miss Robie
During Art Seminar

Having had our road paved and
bluff called by a certain young Pi
Phi we make our debut into the
Art in A Century of Progress
scandal sheet of the Sandspur.
was stressed by Miss Robie, who
Speech Convention in Los Angeles
1. Wanted: Pretty young girls
led
a discussion on this subject durlast December.
to fill in three evenings a week, in
ing the art seminar last week. AlMaurice Dreicer, the o t h e r company of Handsome Tom Powthough
the exhibition
seemed
speaker, is also a senior. This is ell.
largely scientific, it had much to
his fourth year of varsity inter2. We wonder what's wrong with
offer the individual whose interest
colegiate debating at Rollins. He Becky and Aloma this year.
is chiefly artistic, in as much as
has participated in over 80 inter3. We wonder if the name P a t
all the buildings were carefully arcollegiate debates. He is a special had anything to do with the new
ranged as to form, line, and color.
distinction member of Pi Kappa paint job on Ganson's car.
Miss Robie illustrated by posters,
Delta honorary forensic fraternity
4. Of course Buck Moon must
catalogues and postcards the strikin both debate and oratory. He is have had something on his mind
ing use of color as applied to the
a past president of the Oratorical when he bought a first year gramexterior of the various buildings in
Society. He is president of the mar for second year Spanish? They
the Fair.
Rollins Republican Club and was say it's a "stein" well—Buck
In speaking of the buildings of
chairman of last year's rat court. should feel at home.
A memorial service for Richard the Fair Miss Robie called the SciHe aiso'aebated over WITAF last
5. What large size "Kidder" a t
ence
Hall the keynote of the Exyear and went to Maine and Cali- the K. A. house has finally suc- Hayward, who died on September
position. Here the basic sciences
fornia. The year before he took a cumbed to love? "Yes, he drives fifth, will be held Sunday afternoon
were
exhibited as well as other sciat five o'clock in the Frances Chaptrip which involved debating in 25
Buick."
el. Friends and students are in- ences applied to industry and the
states. He has participated in
6. We wonder if that picture of vited. Brief tributes will be offer- welfare of the human race.
many oratorical contests.
Two Hymie Miller, holding a hunch of
Various foreign countries repreed by his friends and associates,
years ago he debated against Ox- flowers in front of Cloverleaf could
sented were Italy, Sweden, China,
and a mixed quartet will sing.
ford at Winter Park.
be enlarged for Carnegie Hall?
Professor Hayward, who was an Belgium and Japan. The two out7. It's rumored that the X Club
instructor in French a t Rollins for standing exhibits in this group
has a surplus of Tea Bone steaks
the last three years, had lived in were the Belgian Village and the
that they can't find a use for it.
. Winter Park and Orlando for the Chinese Temple. Miss Robie par"It's a tough break. Fellows."
past six years. He had obtained ticularly stressed the Chinese tem8. Could anyone help us decide his B. A. and M. A. degrees from ple, which was eighteen years in
what sorority Tony Merrill is Rollins and was a member of Kap- making. It was brought to this
rushing for?
pa Phi Sigma fraternity. He also country in twenty-eight thousand
There was a slight accident last
9. What's this rumor about Cam- attended Brown
University of pieces, and assembled upon its arThursday which involved G. Spence
pus that the K. A.'s are getting Providence, Rhode Island, for two rival in Chicago.
Farrisworth and an elderly
dy. A broken bumper, bent axle, "P ^ contribution to buy the X Club years.
Another phase of a Century of
•^
''•••", gallons of oil. Honest Rip,
and four wrinkled fenders made up
He graduated from Rollins in Progress discussed at this meeting
didn't say a word about politiwas
the Florida exhibit. Tribute
the extent of the damages.
j
1929, and proceeded to Prance,
cal machinery.
where he spent a year teaching in was paid to the state by rating its
It cost $15 to straighten every11. What connection does laundisplay
as one of the most interestLycees at Toulouske and Cahors, althing out, and one of the Rollins
dry and Politics have? Inquire—
so studying at the University of ing and the most complete in the
wreckers paid the bill.
Rho Lambda Nu house.
Federal group.
Toulouse.
Swinging too wide around a
12. No—Soc Chakales isn't a
Mrs. Scollard emphasized the
Professor Hayward was twentycorner, the Rollins driver collided Chinaman just because he's runsix years old when he died of sep- classic beauty of the Columbian
with another car. Both cars were ning a laundry.
tic poisoning from a dental opera- Exposition and compared the armoving slowly, about 15 miles per
13. We wonder how many Southchitecture of that time to the
hour. The accident was in Orlan- ern gentlemen have ever equalled tion, shortly before the reopening
frank, startling, yet beautiful arof college this fall.
do.
the Baron-Coons score at the Linchitecture
of this exposition.
He
is
survived
by
his
wife,
the
No, one was injured, but the two coln Memorial course in Atlanta,
former Miss Ruth Drummond Har, Other valuable comments were adtwo Rollins freshmen were nervous Ga.
ded in the round table discussion
riss,
daughter
of
Mrs.
Pauline
and excited.
14. Will someone please decide Drummond Harriss of this city, his by Miss Davenport of Zellwood,
whether that picture was given to mother, and a brother.
Florida, Mr. and Mrs. Pfister, and
Miss Grace Edwards.
On Monday evening, President John Doyle or John Brown. It
Holt honored Dr. and Mrs. Rich- says "Much love to Johnny." What
There will be a continuation of
the discussion in the next meetard Burton with a dinner at his a battle for supremacy!
15. Can't Horace find anything
ing of the Art Appreciation semihome. The guest list included
Dr. and Mrs. George Lincoln, Pro- ^^^ Louisville Ladies to court?
nar next Thursday at 10:45. This
fessor and Mrs. Edwin Granberry, | ^6. What's the reason for the
meeting will give special attention
Mrs. Jessie Scollard and Dr. and; ^^^yflower Blonde being late for
Students and friends of Rollins to the Art Institute in Chicago.
Mrs. Burton.
j Beanery every meal? Head Waiter, College will be interested to know Miss Robie will again lead the displease check.
that Dean Arthur D. Enyart will cussion. Others taking part will
17. Linton Malone would very speak next Sunday morning in
liss Davenport, Mr. Pfister and
BODY. It suffices to say that it gladly acept any information con- Knowles Memorial Chapel.
His
Ganiere.
being the first position of import- cerning the opening of the Sem- subject will be, "A Second Advenle interesting gallery on A
ance I have held here I cried hap- inole Hotel.
ture in Faith", a continuation of a Century of Progress will be on dispily and then spat on the floor as
19. Here's a new record to shoot stirring talk given last fall on "An play at the studio every afternoon
grandfather used to do.
at. In and out of love twice in Adventure in Faith."
from three to five during the week.
(Continued from Page 1)

Memorial Service for
Richard Hayward
Sunday Afternoon

Student Motorists
In Slight Accident

Enyart to Speak
At Sunday Service

ORANGE COURT
GRILL

keep coming back
to that word "balanced"
on fhe Jback of the
Chesterfield package

Special Catering
to Rollins
Banquets
Tea Dances
and Private Parties

Orange Court Hotel

Y

o u often h e a r t h e w o r d balance —
s o m e t h i n g is out of b a l a n c e — topheavy, n o t o n a n " e v e n k e e l . "
W h a t y o u r e a d , "Chesterfield Cigarettes
a r e a b a l a n c e d b l e n d , " m e a n s that the right
a m o u n t s o f t h e r i g h t k i n d s of tobacco are
welded t o g e t h e r ; t h a t is, h o m e - g r o w n tobaccos, t h e r i g h t k i n d , t h e right quantity—
a r e b l e n d e d a n d cross-blended wiih tobaccos from T u r k e y a n d Greece.
\^Tien t h e s e tobaccos a r e balanced one
against t h e o t h e r , t h e n y o u h a v e a mild
cigarette.
W h e n t h e y are i n b a l a n c e , t h e n you have
a better-tasting cigarette.
?

North Orange Avenue

Mandan Monkey Jackets

R. F. LEEDY CO.

"These New

Phone 282-M

Mansco Pullovers*
Repairs
Made Free of Charge

one week, present holder, Bill
Whalen.
20. Poor Charlie, if it isn't a
canoe, it's by the Lakeside.
21. Isham Sam has only his music to comfort him this year.
22. It's rumored that the K. A.
T.'s are looking for some more
kittens this year.
23. For a bunch^of musicians the
Chi O.'s are pretty quiet this year.
If the student body promises
No Ben Bernies, Winchell will
send his snoops canvasing for next
week's issue.

they're smart for campus
wear."

Dollar Cleaners

Comfortable

348 E. Park Ave.

Colorful
Informal
Come down

U a j we ask you to read again the statement
I the back of the Chesterfield package?
^^ay we ask you to try Chesterfield?

and let us
show them
to you.
* The price is only

$1.25 and $1.35
and they are as washable
as your shirts

R.C. BARER, INC.

I ^

I / ^ A Balanced Blend

The College Outfitter

Rendezvous Bar-B-Q

© 1933, LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO CO.
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it's none other than our own little down to eat without first looking
B.G. (Blanche Georgene, if you under the table, and testing the
must know) Fishback, who garner- drinking water for potassium cyaed herself a fistful of honors for nide. Just a bunch of playboys!!
feminine charm and pulchritude in
Chip Shots:
Most important
a contest held at the Beacham this news of the weeT^: Kay Hara is
By M. J. DAVIS
45 advertisers stand behind the
summer. The sad part of the tale back in town . . . Doc McCIaren,
paraded the field.
Kiddie
By FRED NEWTON
is, .however, that, although the Theata Kappa Nu house father, is
carts, scooters, wagons, and horns Rollins Sandspur. To an importDo we not have lovely week-end into your shoes. There
Some stayed up all night and all made up the array of the march. ant extent these advertisers make
ust be ! judges were for Blanche one hun- all signed and sealed with a cerweather, friends ? ? ? Yes, we cer- something wonderful about it all, dred per cent, they ran out of lov- tain miss up North, so the Phi others waited until morning, but The band played and the kids sang. possible its present size. They in
tainly do not!!! What we can't no doubt, but we haven't discover- ing cups by the time BeeGee got Mu's just better forget all about all of the Rollins freshmen were
To prove their college spirit the turn look to the Student Body for
figure is why it never rains BE- ed it yet.
around, and all she got was a few it . . . Sally Luce is raising hobs ready with their Kid Day costumes freshman formed into the figure its patronage. Support of these
TWEEN classes so we can have a
when reveille sounded last Tues- ;. Though it sagged a little near advertisers, wherever possible, by
Did you notice, by any chance, hardy handshakes. That'll larn y^ jwith the good old institutions and
legitimate excuse to stay home, inday. At the bonfire the night bc- he top, there was no real doubt students and faculty, is support of
the natty chapeau the Dean of not to trust them city slickers, by traditions of England while playstead of Brother Sol poking his
they had shone forth in multi- bout it. "R for Rollins" and a the Rollins Sandspur.
Men was sporting at the game ? ? heck. Yes sir, "There's many a acting in London . . . Ben Fawcett,
head out maliciously for a few mo•ed pajamas. Now they were "yea team," three times, brought
slip
'twixt
the
su
pand
the
.
.
.
er
College advertising in the past
whose blood count hit a new low
It seems a representative group of
ments just before "Kid" Roberts
just kids again.
I applause from the stands.
has generally been of a more or
the Student Body presented the . . a. . hip," may we say? ? ? (Oh during the recent Bear market, is
wraps himself around th'e old buMost of the Rollins uppers were
making a nuisance of himself again
Dean with a signed petition, re- you narsty man!!!!)
This officially ended the show. less philanthropic nature. With
gle to blow first assembly?? We
asleep
that
morning,
but
those
who
. . . Joe Jardine won't be back on
questing him not to appear at the
Kid Day became history, and may- the advent of the depression, howalmost did get out of Corporation
If you're that sort of a student < his feet for at least a month, fol- like their cereal and hard toast saw be the leaders to come will make ever, college advertising has taken
scene of the fray garbed in his usFinance Saturday morning, but it
quite a show. Maybe it was too
ual black beret or decisive steps and are interested in a heavy sub-'.lowing his bad crack-up in the
1 annual event. It was a suc- a completely new turn. The adverstopped. Well, better luck next
early for anyone to laugh. Only
would be taken. The Dean claims ject where you won't have any Georgia game last week . . . Len
from the start. The 'daddy of tising barometer goes up and down
time.
occasional smiles seemed to come
advertising shows results.
the Tars good luck charm, and trouble in keeping your mind on Roth took the vocabulary test at
1 all," who gets a lot of pubfrom the old students. The freshAnd after sloshing our way to [ insisted he be allowed to bring it your work, we've discovered the' Florida University and came out men had to laugh; they probably licity and panning, surely deserves This is a healthy condition both
for the paper and for the adversupper Sunday night through the along in his pocket. It seems he ideal course. It's listed in the cata-' with a higher score than the avhand
here.
felt "so silly."
tiser. In the last three years
murk and the gloom, we couldn't did.
logue as Practical Astronomy, 304f,
age Ph. D. is supposed to regAs the lazy morning holirs lagSandspur advertising has beei
get very worked up over the bowl
From what we read in the pa- Dr. Alberta Hawes presiding. I t ' ter . . . What was Leah Jean ged, excitement increased. Wheresteadily increasing.
of so-called "Erster Stew" we had
irs, it was a pretty good game seems that Dr. Hawes, who they' Bartlett doing perched atop the ever you looked there were "kids".
ladled out to us ,over the very but we seem to have missed a lot say knows all the intimate love- chimney of the Phi Mu House last
Sandspur Advertisers
Red dominated the color scheme
prominent thumb of the thirty- of it, probably due in a large sense life of the stars and planets, di- Friday ? ? ?
Yowell-Drew Co., Dickson-Ive
with pink and blue running close
second chef. Oysters they may call to the fact that somebody's frizz- vides the boys and glrlsTiito two '
Co., Bennett Electric Shop, Grove
seconds. A black velvet outfit
it, but, whatever it is, we're ly-haired Airedale was perched in separate groups and keeps them
Morgan, Gary's Pharmacy, Colon
found its way to the show and
against it. All joking aside, tho, our lap and got mixed up in our that way . . . separate . . . while
We of Rollins Hall, left out of ial, R. C. Baker, Inc., Perrydell
I would have passed unnoticed, but
we had it straight from the Head
Six Point Service Station, Davi
during most of the battle. Ap- she gives them the inside dope,
THINGS
and
unfortunate
lads
at
not today. The wearer was too
Man that the oysters are not put parently bored with the slaughter down on the lakeshore these dark
Office Supply Co., Orlando Stean
well liked. People call her some most, did not have much fun this
in the stew to flavor it. Oh, my, taking place on the gridiron, the nights on "How the Planets BeLaundry, Noack & Hall, The Book
week.
Kinsman
Wright
stayed
at
sort of little bug that makes noise.
no! Merely to christen it!!!
Mariam's, Waterwich Clul
began to wander about have." A few brazen members of
home (i. e. Rollins Hall) and studThat's right, a cricket.
Page Studio, Winter Park Pharm
the packed grandstand, unconcern- j
class have protested against
For the past two weeks inmates
By noon all were awake. It was ied, John Cudmore stayed a t home acy, Eda's, C. L. Pruyn, Rendez
All in all, considering the lervly edly trodding on the backs of va-1
and
studied,
H.
P.
Abbott
stayed
segregation of the species, of the Rho Lambda Nu House have
Cid Day" after all, and Rollins
vous, L. C. Hoffman, R. F . Leed;
atmospheric conditions and everyassorted necks and shoulders,. claiming it's contrary to the Rol- puzzled over the numerous femiplayed its opening football game at home and studied and Carroll
thing, it's a might good thing we looking for a little excitement.
"Get Together" spirit, but all
phone calls coming in on Carl that night. Cameras clicked con- i^ooney stayed at home. Tuesday Co., Orange Laundry & Colonia
had the football game on Tuesday, Bringing a dog up in the grand- they got was the Hawes' laugh.
Goeller's private telephone. Win tantly so that the memories of night we all crept all over the Cleaners, Foster R. Fanning, Fire
instead of Friday or Saturday. stands is a new one on us, but I
Don't get discouraged, though. Brubaker, house detective, finally the day might last. Many sights building after Cooney who was stone Service Stores, Inc., Dolla
Nothing so stifles one's school guess we should be thankful Dav- There's still a way out. If there's solved the mystery when he discreeping all over the building after Cleaners, Sanitary Meat Markel
passed unfilmed—fortunately.
spirit and excess energy then a enport doesn't own a string of polo any lovely young lady (preferably covered a new and queer looking
us. Reg Clough, an indefatiguable Aulick & Emerson, The Pewte
Shorts were the fashion, and
steady stream of rainwater trickl- ponies. About the third quarter blonde) who is not too vitally in- instrument board next to Carls
idiot, came up stairs the other Pitcher, Sparks Theatres, Wright'
many new lines and angles were
ing down between your hat brim the poor brute fell through the terested in the stars but would like telephone.
night and went down again. The Beauty Salon, Orange Court H(
Upon investigation,
and your collar and wending its bleachers and took an awful bounce. to broaden her education^ we'd be Bruby found wires leading from the exposed. There were a few short freshmer) play a game every night tel. The Witching Hour, John',
dresses which brought back memThe Mandarin Club, Yen's Furn
way merrily down your back and That is, he seemed to fall through,
e than glad to have her enroll board to the radio. It seems that ories of little sister Mary and even that is something like puss-in-thebut it looked from where we were for our own personally-supervised Carl's "Contrivance of the Week"
gin-keg only without the fur. Less ture Store, Ed Randall, Cheste:
field. Granger Rough Cut, Luck
sitting as if Jean Myers had her seminar course, held on the diving was an ingenious method oi trans- our own young selves. Bonnets next week.
were
numerous
and
in
all
cases
foot on his neck and pushed him tower every Saturday night, be- mitting radio programs by simply
S. The shovel, hoe, and broom Strike, Sears Roebuck & Co., S(
being j Chakales, Rollins Press, Franci
through. An Orchid to you, Jean!! tween eight-thirty and twelve. No throwing over a master switch on they were tied under the chin with left behind by Ben Kuhns
an appropriate ribbon. The ribI Slater.
his instrument board. Whenever bon was tieB just in case one of used by Fred Newton.
recommendations necessary!!!
a member of Carl's female follow- the boys happened to be naughty.
Have you heard about the big,
ing
would
desire
a
certain
probeautiful Beauty Contest Winner
To complete their make-up, some
WE DELIVER
"You don't have to be crazy to gram, she would call up and say of the freshman by slapping themwe have with us, r e a d e r s ? ? ?
was a new one on us, too. And be a college professor," they say, "Turn on Rudy Valee". Thus, selves severely brought out the
"but it helps." Well, it's not such Carl's increased popularity. The tenderness of their skin. Or maya bad thought a t that. Take "Doc reception is great and if you don't be it was just sunburn.
Graphology
Russell, for example. (He's not ; believe it, call up some evening.
In a mass demonstration during
full-fledged professor yet, so you
The Rho Lambda Nu magazine
the intermisison between halves at
can imagine what he'll develop and newspaper subscriptions cover
the football game. Kid Day reached
into!!) Having nothing else to do, a wide scope this year.
its climax. Lead by their big papa,
he manufactured a teaspoon out
Benny Fawcett, a confirmed So- the originator of the day, the freshEstablished 20 Years
of woodmetal and innocently laid cialist, reads the "American Guar
it beside Doctor Bailey's coffee cup dian" and the "Nation". His newsSpecial Cut Prices on Drugs
the other day. Autobiochemical paper choice, the "Cleveland Plain through the "Philadelphia Public
Watch Bands and Straps
and Toilet Preparations
Ledger."
Research (whatever that is) has Dealer."
Metal - Leather
Jack Klosterman boasts of beLadies - Gents
proved that the stuff, which looks
PRESCRIPTIONS OUR
Win Brubaker, whose father ii
We Have Them
like silver, will melt at 65 degrees, one of America's leading column ing one of the few people left in
SPECIALTY
so you can imagine Doctor Bailey'a ists, reads his Dad's comments ir the "Vanity Fair" class. Jack also
Phone 16
Free Delivery
embarrassment when the end of the "New Yorker". His daily gets "Collier's Weekly," and folOpposite the Depot
lows the "Cincinnati Inquirer" rehis spoon just dribbled off into choice is t h e "Atlanta Journal.
nothingness and dropped with a
Bob Fuchs follows home town ligiously.
sounding "pulk" into the bottom news in the "New York Times" and
A Private Club House
of his cup, while he was stirring at present is following the Sunday
For Your Next Dance
his coffee. Kow he won't even sit Baseball fight in Pennsylvania
Royal Purples have found
New and Used Portables
the smart set. Their lovely,
Service on All Typewriters
ilinging sheerness—perfectly
College Parties, Dances, Picnics
Present This Ad For 50c Credit
full fashioned—their reinPhone 4822, 29 E. Pine, Orlando
On Lake Conway - Phone 8631
purchase of one dollar or
or more
more in
in the Old Book
'orced cradle foot and French
leel are only a few of the
Department of
-•efinements that make Royal
THE BOOK NOOK
Purples a hose of good taste.
\ n d at this price, your hos492 N. Orange Av
iery money -will buy hose . . .
ind an extra visit to the
seauty parlor!

National and
Freshmen Display Fine 45Local
Advertisers
Spirit In Kid Costumes In Current Sandspur
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Rollins Hall
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Rho Lambda 'Nuse'
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Meat Market
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The Winter Park
Pharmacy
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long wear and
smart economy!

C. L. PRUYN

DAVIS OFFICE
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ORLANDO STEAM LAUNDRY
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French Dry Cleaners

Mariam's Beauty
Shop

Eda's
Beauty Shop
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For Appointment Phone 113

Enjoy Expert Work and
Quick Dryers
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Florida
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Watch Repairing
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Watches a Specialty
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In Bennett Electric Shop
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— Open —
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i "Ginger Rogers' autographed
Fashion shown exclusively in
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ORLANDO

Max Factor, Elmo and
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Beauty Preparations
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PEP—we had it at that first game in
Orlando last Tuesday night—let's keep it
up. We won, "yes, anT^we've got to win the
next game, the one after that and all the
rest this year.
The freshman class won the game with
Georgia as far as pep and spirit goes. They
did all the yelling practically, and most of
the singing—and why? Because they knew
their yells and songs, knew them well. Congratulations, Frosh—and how about putting
some of that pep into your high and mighty
upperclassmen, teach them a few yells and
songs.
A game isn't a game without that old
push from the crowd. No team, be it ever
so perfect, can get going without a lot of
that good old fight talk. A mere handful
of freshmen can^t do it all.
The students who are going to the games
now are building the Rollins traditions,
and the classes to follow will, we hope, perpetuate them. So—while we are in the
g)rocess of establishing traditions, let's get
together and yell some yells that will be
heard all over Florida and half of Georgia—
"GIVE 'EM HELL ROLLINS."
E.K.E.

CAMPUS ILLS
A few minor grievances in regard to the
physical features of our campus are outstanding, and we are certain t h a t most of
them can and should be eliminated.
Our parking lot has degenerated into a
shallow but extensive sand-trap resembling
an automotive proving ground; the northwest entrance is a hazard for springs to
outlive. The passengers of campus cars
are not alone in finding cause for complaint
there, as any pedestrian who has occasion
to set foot upon its sand will testify. Footgear stands small chance of surviving the
ordeal of a single crossing unblemished.
A comparatively small amount of labor
will remedy the difficulty.
In the future, when our buildings extend
to the lake shore, a two-way drive around
the Horseshoe will be required. Such a
roadway is needed now between Knowles
Hall and Kentucky avenue to accommodate
the double traffic which insists upon using
the short-cut exit.
A narrow supplementary drive can be
constructed on the inside edge of the Horseshoe parallel to the present entrancew^ay.
This would permit an attractive parkway
between the in and out traffic lanes, which,
would be separated by the trees now bordering the grass. The sacrifice of cultivated ground would be negligible, and the
added beauty, safety, and convenience resulting from the construction would more
than repay the expenditure involved.
No one appreciates more than we the
progress attained in the beautification of
the campus during the past few years, but
we do feel that the few shortcomings enumerated can be easily and readily remedied.
E.G.J.

OTHER EDITORIALS

EDITORIAL WRITING
Some of us have said, "Well, what's the
use of writing an editorial this week? Nobody ever reads it, and supposing they do,
they'll only forget it in a week's time."
That's a pretty good argument. It's true
t h a t only a minority of the college reads
the editorials. Why don't they? Because
we seem insincere? Because the subjects
of our editorials are ill chosen? No. It
seems to us that the reason the editorials
are not read is because the majority of the
college is too well pleased with itself to receive any further enlightment on any subject.

(The following editorial, clipped from
one of our contemporary publications,
is so applicable in its entirety not only
to Rollins College but to every situation
in which a leader is chosen, that we
wish especially to recomend it to your
attention.
"There's Roon Out Front"
- sign
board will catch
id register because w( recognize its truth. However, the
same truth in disguise can stalk al over
the campus and we won't see it'! "Out
Front" is anywhere ahead of where you are

Of course, some of you will say, "Well,
you sling out the same old line each year.
What's the sense of my reading old stuff?"
Listen my friend. Did you ever stop to
think that "the same old line" might be
just as applicable today as it was yesterday? And have you ever realized that
what appears to be the same old line might
have a few new angles to it that even your
unexcelled genius might have need of?

Every year editors of high school and college papers all over the country saw mountains of sawdust about spirit, honor, good
sportsmanship, loyalty, leadership, etc.
Every year some one or several individuals
on the various campuses disregard all admonitions and what they probably term
"the ancient, outworn traditions" and serve
as demoralizing factors in their student
bodies. Every year preventive and corrective measures make such demands on the
time and energy of a few student and faculty leaders that much creative ability and
constructive idealism is denied expression.
We need wise and strong student leadership!
Of course, we have some. However, because someone else is president of your
student body or student government, or because someone else is president of your
club, or class, it does not follow that that
person can reach the particular problem of
your roommate or the fellow or girl down
the hall. If you can't lead the larger group,
lead the small; if you can't lead many, lead
a few. If you can't do anything but be
chairman of your own board of directors,
be sure you're on the "up and up" in every
decision.
There's room out front!

If you think that your ideas on any current subject might help Rollins College we
will be glad to give them meritorious space
in these rolumns. Let us hear what you
and you and you have to say about our
editorials.
J.A.G.

A report by Herbert Taylor, chairman
of the bad check committee, revealed that
a total of 865 checks were returned on students last year. The total amount involved was $6,422.29. (NSFA)—North Carolina Tar Heel.

Any journalist will tell you that the three
main types of editorials are explanatory,
historical and persuasive. We are well
aware of the fact that we can lay no claim
to genius or brilliance but we credit ourselves, perhaps unjustly, with a certain
amount of common sense. Because of this
common sense we feel that at times we can
give to the college a few unprejudiced ideas
that will possibly move some of the prejudices prevalent on campus.
Our purpose in these editorials is not
solely to criticize. The main objective in
our minds is to rise to whatever* occasion
presents itself, and to it give Rollins College whatever thoughts or opinions we may
have that will benefit tKe greatest number
of people.
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THE WORL
VIEWED
AT ROLLIN

BOOK REVIEW
By H. ALLEN SMITH
United Press Book Editor
With a pen more expressive than unbiased, Edgar Snow, widely-traveled young
American journalist, writes of his impressions during the Japanese campaign in
Manchuria, in a book called "Far Eastern
Front" (Smith and Haas). The tale he
tells is pleasant enough, though not wholly
uncharitable to the Chinese.
The reader will find here a wealth of excellently done descriptions of such events
as the Battle of Shanghai; the Japanese
invasion of Manchuria; the formation of
the puppet state of Manchoukuo, nominally
ruled by the former "boy gmperor," Henry
Pu-yi; and the Japanese advance into Jehol Province and North China.
Snow speculates, as a man well-informed
on his subject, on the "next Russo-Japanese war" and one gains the impression
that such a conflict cannot be avoided.
For one who wants a general, readable
background of things occurring in the F a r
East, this popular treatment of the subject is recommended.
A lively book about South America is
"Eight Republics in Search of a Future,"
by Rosita Forbes (Stokes), and it is of interest to North Americans because it was
written partly to interest Great Britain in
outdoing the United States in South American trade.
Mrs. Forbes, widely known British author,
spent a year visiting all the South American republics except Colombia and Venezuela. She virtually went everywhere, saw
everything, talked to everybody and wrote
all that interested her. The result is a very
readable and informative volume.
Mrs.
Forbes found so many contrasts that when
asked what most impressed her about colorful South America she replied, "Its improbability."

Previews
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it: plays godfather to Mickey Mouse.
PPP
England simply doesn't know
how to take it, so to speak. TORCH
SINGER, which you probably saw,
didn't mean a thing to British auYou'll want to see this newest diences, so the name was changed
story in music for any one of these to BROADWAY SINGER, thus rereasons, and all of them together moving the danger of starting them
The only man who sat in a place of powmake a combination it's foolish to out under a handicap.
er when the World War began and conmiss—
_—PPP
tinued there to its ending tells the first
Bing Crosby's songs, among
long chapter of his part in the struggle in
Would you be interested in
them "The Day You Came
"The Memoirs of David Lloyd George"
knowing:
Along" and "Thanks" . . . Jack
WVR
(Little Brown). This book, the first of four
That Buddy Rogers recently
Oakie's comedy, notably his
volames, is devoted to the author's own efmissed a chance to go on an
Due to the fact that John
Southern drawl . . . Skeets
forts to supply munitions for the allied
NBC network cosmetic protrick O'Brien, Tammany's c;
Gallagher's assistance with
gram when he overslept the
date for mayor of New York
the funny end . . . The photoaudition hour?
And that
in a recent speech condemned
graphic effects in the dances,
Lloyd George, whose star flamed in 1918
Benny Meroff didn't? . . . That
ler's policies concerning the
best of which is "Black Moonalthough it twinkles feebly now, was one of
Grapenuts (which makes men
movement and withdrawal :
light," although the number
the most vigorous personalities of war days.
strong and sturdy, advt.) is
the League, the German Chanc
itself counts for little . . . The
In his first volume he tells of that first
signed up with Rear Admiral
requested Berlin papers no
winner both scenically and
stage of the war, tells it with his own ego
Byrd for a weekly broadcast
mention further facts a b
stagily, "Buckin' The Wind",
as the keynote, yet with a complete auvia shortwave from his ship
O'Brien's speeches or campaigi
carries off honors as the fithority which gives the story a vital posienroute to Little America, beV,'VR
nale, bringing up the rear in
tion in the World War record.
ginning Saturday, November 4,
President von Hindenburg's
great fashion.
at 10:00? And that the exsolution of the Reichstag and
The erudite S. S. Van Dine continues
Watch for the fair-to-middling
plorer will receive a cool $15,Diets of all the German si
the remarkable adventures of Philo Vance
job of voice doubling done by the
000 with no strings attached?
means that local parliamen
in "The Dragon Murder Case" (Scribners),
leading lady's first song. It's so
. . . That Moran and Mack,
government ..has., been. abolis
in which you're bound to get the chills.
obvious that it had the premiere
who wowed the comedian field
that no legislative body will
Sanford Montague, a rather dissolute young
Atlanta audience murmuring out
some years ago as the Two
elected unless it is comph
actor, attends a house party at the Stamm
loud the night I saw it, and you'll
Black Crows, will join Fred
Nazi, and that the Hitler p
estate, on the edge of New York City. He
think for a moment you're back in
Waring on the Old Gold proust win entirely, This is
dives into the dragon pool and doesn't come
the infant days of the talkies. It's
gram starting tonight? And
same
move that Mussolini mad
up. The next day Philo Vance has the
a matter of wonderment to me that
that leader Fred recently marItaly some five years ago.
pool drained, and finds no Montague. He
with all the good looking singers
ried Eleanor Nair, the snappy
WVR
does find, however, the tracks of a dragon
in the country to choose from, Mr.
dancer who has been appearing
Since the four moves of C:
on the muddy bottom of the pool. Wowie!
Paramount couldn't have found a
with his band?
cellor
Hitler
newspaper
propa;
From then on the investigation gets all
heroine with a passing fair voice.
That Rudy Vallee is set for the da has already become well sta
bogged up in demonology. And even if
The one he did choose can hardly
itire
year
of
1934
with
his
presthis
and
other
nations
predic
Philo's manner of talk does get "a bit borepass the looks test, anyhow.
ent sponsors, and is even assured
war soon between France
some at times, he figures it all out pretty
If you don't think it's a top-rung that no one else will be pushed
^rmany. Hitler upon withdi
neatly.
picture, one of us is wrong.
into the program without his con- ing from the League said: "1
PPP
sent? And that this contract sets my sincere desire to have a fri
Next time you hear "Goodnight,
new high for long-time adhesions ly understanding with France. I
Little Girl of My Dreams" think betwixt star and sponsor?
many wants peace!" This acqi
of "Home On The Range," and That Ted Lewis and his orchestra'
tion may be difficult to obtai
you'll be surprised how similar the will be in Florida for the winter?
opening strains of the two are; • . . That Mae West is all set on the French again invade the R:
"SPEARS AGAINST US"
even the rhythm is almost identi- a Brunswick contract to make rec- valley as they have occasion
threatened to do.
By Cecil Roberts
cal in both.
ords for her public to devour? And
WVR
D. Appleton & Co., New York, 1932
Another new song not so widely that Bing Crosby, Dick Powell,
Meanwhile troubles in Cuba 1
heard as yet is "Goodbye To Love," Ruth Etting, and the bands of Gus
This story, in three parts, tells of two
settled to some extent except
and
it
is
more
than
reminiscent
of
Arnheim
and
Ted
Fiorito
are
tied
friendly families, the English Crawleys and
the old "Let's Put Out The Lights." up the same way? . . . That the the negro problem. Crowds of
the Austrian Edelsteins and follows their
Things begin to look as if the next paragraphs are to be in the groes have taken advantage of
affairs through war and peace. The charlitical excitement to loot sh
available
combinations of tones nature of a Queer Fax dept. ?
acters will long be remembered—Ian Crawsteal liquor, and insult won
and whatnots are about to run out
ley, reticent, thoughtful; his sister, Jane;
PPP
The.se exhibitions resulted in
under
the
strain
of
overwork.
Inthe Edelsteins: the handsome, exciteable
mediate organization of a
And of course you already know:
stead of purloining from the classKarl; evanescent Paula; her sister, Anna,
That the tomato is a fruit and Klux Klan Kubano to subdue
ics, composers are going after each
physically and spiritually strong; and the
negro
and protect the property
not
a
what-you-thought
.
.
.
That
other now!
weak Count with his strong Prussian wife
the bat is the only animal that lives of white Cubans and Am
Incidentally, "Goodnight, Little
and temperamental Viennese mistress.
flies . . . And that there were no can residents of Havana and
Girl" was the most-played selecbirths in January before 704 B. C. inity.
These people are met by the reader in
tion on the chains last week, with
. because there warn't no JanuWVR
the summer of 1914 when the Crawleys are
26 repetitions to its credit, a good
ary . . . That bananas grow upon
8100,000 damage suit was :
visiting their Austrian friends. The Edeimany of which, no doubt, were due
herbs instead of trees . . . That 'eek brought against William 1
stein son and the Crawley daughter, the
to its being the theme of two prohayfever should be the national and Upton Sinclair by a Hungi
English son and the older Crawley daughgrams, both Don Bestor's band and |
American disease . . . becaiSe gold- an pacifist, Rosika Schwimmer,
ter supply the romance. There are beautisinger Phil Regan having adopted
enrod is the national flower . . . being called an "arch-hypocrite'
ful descriptions of quaint and sunny Tyrol.
it some time ago.
That purple is the royal color be- Sinclair's recent book "Upton J
"Talk of the Town" ran neck and cause the dye was once the most Clair presents William Fox."
The war comes, the friends are affected
neck for first honors with 26 ren- expensive. . . .
by the world trends, the story's tempo
WVR
ditions also to its credit, while
quickens and increases until the end. The
That there is one free republic
The Hollywood opening of »
"Big, Bad Wolf" and "This Ts Robook depicts with tragedy and grandeur the
mance" placed with 25 each; the in wTiich no white man can vote West's latest motion picture, "
agony of Austria, crushed and made poor
. . . Liberia, you simpleton . . . No Angel," was attended by fi
next quartette were "Love Is the
by the war. The story of the two famiThat you cannot see steam . .
er movie stars than any other H
Sweetest Thing," "The Last Roundlies is uppermost and compelling, the cliThat Ithe ruby is the costliest of lywood premiere in the past t
up," "Bless Your Heart," and "This
max with tragedy and joy points to the reall stones . . . That a whale can years of cinema history. Hei
Time It's Love," all with 20 -or
storation of the old loyalties and internaeasily drown . . . That there is no liners stayed away supposedly c
more.
tional friendships.
record of the bite of a tarantula to petty jealousies. Box office
That unsuppressible tune about ever having proven fatal . . . That
ports from New York, howev
Cecil Roberts* novel concedes dignity and
the wolf will be heard in Marx some halfwits., have ..marvelous
showed the first week's attendai
sincerity to human nature. It is an inBrothers' new picture, D U C K memories . . . And that if you
of the same picture to be higl
spiring and at the same time interesting
SOUP, adding to its already great knew all the answers, you had
than any other starring this i
proof that peace and good will are indemoney-making proclivities.
The therefore better keep it to yourtress.
structible as human characteristics. The
colored short, THREE LITTLE self.
book is well written, interest compelling,
PIGS, from which sprang the blessand instructive. Its main purpose is obed ditty, has already netted $75,viously entertainment.
000 in cold hard cash royalties to
Our Advertisers Renew Their
Reach Rollins Through the
Duke Wellington.
its creator, Walt Disney, who also 1
Contracts
Sandspur

STUDENT REVIEWS

Here's a tip, if you need
Don't miss
TOO MUCH HARMONY
PPP
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President Roosevelt cor
his policy of taking the c
into his confidence concernir
jor governmental and intern;
problems and controversies
radio address at ten o'clocl
day night. The chief exec
latest speech was on Mobili
and Human Needs. "Gover
must not let anyone starv.
winter," stated the Presideni
this policy is predicted on t
sumption that individual Am
citizens must continue to do
parts more than ever before
WVR
Mrs. Preston Mann Martin
of a well-known lecturer whi
ducted a series of wintei
[seminars at Rollins last yeai
mentioned in a speech by
Roosevelt in New York last
due to the recent publication
book entitled "Prohibiting I
ty." Six copies of Mrs. Ma
work, the latest plan for an
society, have since been oi
from the Rollins Press foi
White House.
wv-R
Important news events ol
past few days have centered a
Berlin and Geneva. The lasl
moves of Chancellor Hitler
been withdrawal from the Lc
of Nations, the recalling of
German delegation from the
eva Disarmament Conference
dissolving of the German lei
body, the Reischstag, am
announcement that when the
man people vote to elect a
Reichstag on November 12,
will also vote "yes" or "no" w
er they approve the Hitler Go
ment's policies and "solemnlj
dorse it."
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Alpha PhiFraternity Pi Beta Phi Formal
Dinner at 0. C. C.
Notes

X Club Notes

Coconut Grove Gala Chi Omega Banquet
Held at Perrydell
Night

No casualties over the week-end
The Pi Beta Phi fraternity held in the house of annex, which is
The Alphis are very glad to wel- its Formal Indication Banquet OcGala Night at the Coconut Grove
saying quite a lot, what with the
come Dr. Elizabeth Kingsbury as tober 19th at the Orlando Country
football and all. By the way, Win- was attended on Saturday night,
their house mother this year. Dr. Club. Dinner was served at 7:30.
October
14, by present and future
ant didn't have much trouble with
Kingsbury is an Alpha Phi from
The table was attractively decor- that 210 pound Georgia center. He movie people now at Rollins. With
Cornell, where she received her Ph. ated with American Beauty roses
was helping him up at the end o£« hilarity and befitting timidity
D. She is teaching entomology at and blue Babies' Breath representthe half. Morse and Hines played Charlie Chaplin and Marlene DietRollins now.
ing the fraternity colors. Each a fine game, and Moon saw ac- rich called for two Marx Brothers,
Ruth
Hooker,
Alpha
Phi
presirushee
was
presented
with
a
corThe Gamma Phi rushees were
tion too. "Rip" Parsons is report- Diana Wynward, Al Jolson, Lupe
entertained with a formal banquet dent last year, has not returned sage and a monogramed slave ing for football practice this week. Velez and more. The party began
this fall. She is engaged to Mr. bracelet.
G. Ganson was out of the stands with the judging of the costumes.
at the Perrydell, Tuesday evening
John McKelvy, a student at StanDuring dinner the guests were most of the time Saturday, what Prizes were awarded to Alice Batat seven thirty o'clock.
ford University.
entertained by solos sung by Miss with leading the Freshmen about ten and Betty Robertson, who
posed as Harpo and Groucho Marx.
The table was in the form of a
Louise Large was elected unani- Stacy Baldwin accompanied by the field and keeping the town chilA dancer from the Ebsen school in
horse shoe with Bai'bara Lang, mously for chapter president, to Walter Kimball.
dren at bay. Apparently they
Orlando entertained during the
the president of the chapter pre- fill the vacancy left by Ruth Hookthought he was one of the Fresh- evening. The stars dined on the
siding. The banquet opened with ' er.
men too.
porch which was decorated in night
a toast given by the sorority to
The Club has been well repre- club style.
The chapter was glad to welthe guests of honor.
This was
sented at the library in recent
followed by an address given by come Barbara Reed last week,
evenings, a sign that the fall term
Barbara Lang. Between courses when she stopped overnight on her
there was entertainment in the way to study dramatics in New
form of a radio broadcast. Among York.
Rollins Studio Club held its first
The Alpha Phi Indication Banthe contributions were a duet by
meeting of the year last Thursday
Virginia Smith and Martha Mae quet was held at Perrydell on
at which plans for the year were
Saturday
night.
Mrs.
Sprague
Newby, "Gamma Phi Beta Highmade and officers elected. Miss
lights" by Peggy Cornworth, a spoke on Alpha chapter at SyraMargaret Jaeger was chosen presiThe Delta Epsilon Chapter of
"Bed Time Story" by Barbara cuse and Mrs. G. H. Saben, an
dent. The club will hold two meetalumna,
spoke
for
the
alumnae.
Lang, a selection of popular pieces
Dr.Hamilton Holt was the guest Kappa Kappa Gamma entertained
explained
some ings a week, Tuesdays and Thursits
rushees with a formal dinner at
by Virginia Smith, weather reports Louise Large
of honor at the meeting of the
days from 11:45 to 12:45.
by Helen Turnbull, and a toast by things about the founding of Beta
Rollins Club of Tampa, Florida, Perrydell last Sunday evening.
The students plans for work in- held Thursday evening, October 19, Covers were laid for thirty-five.
Louise Jenkins. Gamma Phi songs Lambda and the chapter finance
was explained by Edith Stephens. clude etchings, linoleum
cuts, at the Tampa Terrace Hotel.
The sorority colors of blue and
were sung during the evening.
Cornelia Barrows as toastmistress ketchings and line cuts. They plan
blue were carried out in the tapers,
Guests were presented with fa- and Amelia Loughrey, as rushing to exhibit some of this work at the
place cards, and programs. Celesvors and corsages of gardenias. captain, gave a word of wel- art exhibition in St. Petersburg
tina McKay acted as toastmistress
Reach Rollins Through the
Covers were laid for twenty-two. come to rushees.
during the last of November.
and introduced the speakers, who
Sandspur

phi Mu Indication
Gamma Phi's Hold
Banquet Held Last Formal Rush Dinner
Wednesday Evening On Tuesday Evening
Alpha Omega of Phi Mu gave
the first indication banquet of the
rush season last Wednesday eveping at the Perrydell.
Mrs. Richard Cutts Shannon,
president of the sorority, gave the
tt-elcoming address. During the
jirst course, an interesting radio
program of Phi Mu and popular
songs was dedicated to the rushees.
]Mr. Walter Kimball furnished piano music during the rest of the
evening.
Attractive favors consisting of
cromium and brass boudoir lamps
were presented to each of the honor guests, who had been previously
favored with a lovely corsage.
Sandspur
"Hot roasted peanuts! Doublejointed peanuts! Good old Rollins
peanuts!" (But Jane said she
knew they couldn't really be Rollins peanuts 'cause "Duke" Wellington wasn't selling them). Yes,
we were at the game—ten strong,
and did we yell! By the way, did
we? Well—we're thinking of petitioning for a second Grace Terry,
as she's mighty fine but can't
quite spread all over the grandstand. The game was so good we
didn't have time to work in one
"hot cha cha"—and believe you us
that makes it good! During the
half we mised "Ginnie" Dunn, but
found her sitting ( ? ) on the foot
rest with her feet on the seat
(purely a case of mistaken identity).

Studio Club Elects
Jaeger President

Dr. Hamilton Holt
Alumni Honor Guest

Kappa Gammas
Entertain Rushees
At Perrydell Sunday

The Chi Omega Indication Banquet was held at the Perrydell
Friday, Oct. 20. Despite the bad
weather thirty-two girls attended.
The table was attractively decorated with flowers and candles
carrying out the sorority colors
of Cardinal and Straw. As favors
for the rushees gay scrap-books
were given. Holding a prominent
place on the table were the unique
place-cards made in the form of
booklets and containing songs sung
during the evening.
Short toasts were given by Thelma Van Buskirk, Olive Dickson
and Miss Christelle Ferguson.
were Mary Lynn Rogers, president,
Mary Jane McKay, Blanche Georgene Fishback and Charlotte Stein5, alumna. Each guest was
presented with a corsage and favor
and Kappa songs were sung during
the evening.
Fleetwood Peeples acted a s
personal conductor last week-end
for President Holt and a party at
the Wekiwa camp. Besides President Holt, the party included
Dr. and Mrs. George Lincoln of
Worcester, Mass., Mr. and Mrs.
Buell Trowbridge, Miss Katherine
Ewing and Dr. Elizabeth Kingsbury.

FART"/"

The show was grand—and they
woke us all up so t h a t we all made
it home on time—Mother Sackett's
time, too.
Our new house is great—the only
trouble being that the girls can't
seem to get the idea that they are
supposed to walk up and down the
Stairs instead of falling. Our davenport is so nice that we can't get
Lu Cashwell away from it—she insists on sleeping there too (and of
course we m u s t
humor our
alumn's).
Speaking of lazine.ss—what do
you think of this ? Virginia Dunn
has washed and ironed her own
clothes for the last two weeks
'cause it's too much ^trouble to call
up the laundry!
The Banquet at Perrydell was a
great success (we only had time
for one speech). Our radio program came through grand and the
rushees surely did get some swell
(nasty word) publicity. WERE
YA LISTENIN'?

MSTRIKE
The
finest tobaccos
—only the center
leaver

Catering Service
DUBSDREAD
COUNTRY CLUB
Mr. and Mrs. S. C. Hoffmanf
Phone Orlando 8215 or 6066

Late For Beanery?
Good Food
Snappy Service

The very heart of Lucky Strike's
fine quality is choice tobaccos—
ripened by warm sunshine, rich
soils and gende rains. Right now,
up to $100,000,000 worth of fine
Turkish and Domestic tobaccos,
the Cream of the Crop, are aging
and mellowing for the makers of
Lucky Strikes. For only a special
selection of choice tobaccos is used
in making your Luckies so round,
so firm and fully packed—free from
loose ends. The reason why Luckies
are always the same in mildness,
smoothness, in delicious taste.

NOACK & HALL
In the Hot Afternoon
In the Late Evenmg
WE CATER TO YOUR
THIRST WITH

LEGAL
REFRESHMENT
Sandwiches Too

JOHN'S
On Welbourne

it's toasted "

Behind Baker's

AlWiiYS thejtnest

The Old-Time
Atmosphere

ALWAYS

tobaccos
the finest workmanship

Quality
Service

XiMXS:^ Luckies please I

THROAT PROTECTION—FOR BETTER TASTE

THE

ROLLINS
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TWENTY-FIVE TARS OFF FOR SECOND BATTLE OF YEAR
Former Rollins Ace Bradley Sends Tar
Playing Sensational Crew Through First
Ball in Pro Grid Loop Maitland Worh-out
Will Rogers, star halfback at
Rollins for three years, and according to Jack McDowall, "one of the
finest backs who ever stepped on
a southern gridiron", is blazing a
trail of glory in professional football ranks. Playing for the Portland, Maine, Sagamores, Will made
his debut with a brilliant scoring
run of eighty-three yards.

Coach Bradley's 1933 edition of
the Rollins crew has been working
out regularly on Lake Maitland.
At present the program is largely
one of instruction and all interested in crew are urged to report at
the boathouse on Maitland a t 4 p.
m. Members of the varsity last
year have been exempted from
these early practices, but many are
continuing the work-outs with the
idea of whipping themselves into
shape.
Last week the practices consisted of a discussion of the theory of
rowing and Tater both the eightoared and the four-oared shells
took to the water for a short spin.
Coach Bradley has been handicapped by irregular attendance at
these drill sessions. He states he
is particularly desirous of having
freshmen report for early workouts. The serious training period
will not begin until the close of the
football season, when it is hoped
several Tar players will swell the
ranks of the crew.

Against the highly touted Dorchester, Massahusetts eleven, reputed to be one of the finest pro teams
in that state, Rogers was a big
factor in his team's 50-0 victory.
He turned in dashes of 18, 22, and
34 yards respectively and in the
words of the PORTLAND ENQUIRER "gained the spotlight
with a brilliant run that brought
the crowd up standing. Ha sliced
tackle, cut back, found his path
blocked and reversed his field t a
slip through the whole Dorchester
club on his dash."
Will's team
n e t a stronger opponent in the
, gridsters from Everett City, whom
'they overpowered 13-0. Rogers
The prospects for a successful
came through once more in the
season are of course dependent
pinches and twice helped carry the
largely QJ> the grade of work shown
ball to within scoring distance.
by the new men. "Gregg" Williams letter-man of two years ago
has returned to college and his
presence will serve to strengthen
the squad. Edwards, last year's
TAILOR
captain, is out for coxswain as is
Joe Liechenstien.
Other candiHigh Grade Custom Work
dates are Harrison Roberts, Paul
Alterations
Ney, John Cudmore, captain, Ed
111 Lyman Avenue
Rollins, Jameson and Thomas.
Rollins Sandspur
•

Ed. Randall

Fine Furniture
Suitable For
Sororities and Fraternities
Low Prices

YON FURNITURE CO.
Orlando, Fla.

Six Point Service
Station
On the way to Orlando

PAN-AM GAS
DIAMOND TIRES

GIRLS ALSO PLAY

INSIDE STUFF
By LEONARD ROTH
The approaching football game
with Newberry is seen by competent dopesters as the key game
of the season, the barometer of the
Tars' 1933 success . . . . That Newberry will provide an acid test for
the locals is a certainty. Nearly
all of last year's regulars have returned and they have assembled
themselves into a smooth clicking
club with the minimum of training . . . . The South Carolinians
employed the Flanker system oi
attack invented by Alonzo Stagg,
"Grand old man" of the sport,
while coaching at the University
of Chicago . . . . This formation
is a clever variation of the Warner
double wing back formation used
at Rollins. The difference is that
wing back, the flanker man
crossed over, beyond and behind the
other wing back just before the
ball is snapped . . , . The strategy
of this manoeuver gives unusual
power and deception outside the
ends and over the tackle positions,
and necessitates a revision of the
defensive line up . . . . The Tar
ends and tackles will come in for
plenty of drilling against the flanker line up, so as to be prepared
for the end sweeps and tackle
thrusts featured in Newberry's
style of play . . . . McDowall is
bringing his squad along carefully.
He decreed a holiday Saturday to
allow injuries sustained in last
Tuesday's tilt to mend . . , . The
walk scheduled for Sunday afternoon was called off because of the
inclement weather . . . . Did you
know that after the South Georgia
game almost the entire team gravitated to Shorty's cafe and every
man orderd a snack at McDowall's

By PETRINA WOOD
Girls have eVery opportunity
this year to exercise a t play and
play at exercise. The sports offered are varied and selective.
Tennis courts are in shape, and
an elimination tournament is under way to crown the fall tennis
champion.
The Orlando Country Club and
the Aloma Country Club golf
courses will be conditioned as the
season advances, and interesting
competitive arrangements are being planned.
Twenty-eight horses at the Orlando club suggest a rider's choice
and the probability of a few really
good ones.
Lessons in fencing and archery
will be stimulated by numerous
tournaments. And as fencing will

perfect sense of balance so tap
dancing classes will attempt to develop a feeling of rhythm.
Sororities and the various girls'
dormitories are arranging teams
for basketball this term, and they
will continue their emphasis of
group games and team play with
other sports later on.
But it is warm and there is a
coolish lake so before the weather
becomes really chilly there are
plans for a swimming and diving
meet. It is hoped there will be
a number of weeks to practice for
it.
Weighty problems may be solved
easily by sports, and why not?
Even bicycling is a lot of fun.
And with Moo-Moo Club caring for
the underweight problems we wish
you well.

THE SPORT MART

Football dopesters have been
scratching their heads for two
years over the probable outcome of
a Rollins—University of Florida
grid battle. This speculation has
been stimulated by the easy manner
in which McDowall coached elevens
have romped over Florida B teams,
even when the latter contained several Gator players ineligible for
varsity competition. We wonder
how many venerable Winter Parkers recall that long-ago day in October 1908, when the Tars defeated
the Gator eleven, 6-0 ? The game
was a close one with neither side
assured of victory until the final
whistle. Harmon scored for Rollins on a plunge off tackle traveling fifteen yards with several
Albino Skunk in Zoo
Florida tacklers clinging to him.
Hubbard, Ore. (UP)—A pure
What would we do in 1933? Your
white skunk with pink eyes has expense? Shortly after the Tar
guess is as good as ours!
been added to a zoo collection a t influx the Georgia team came in
a local auto park. Albino skunks i and the fraternalizing between
erstwhile opponents was good to
Phil (Skeeter) Horton and Ed
are great rarities.
see . . . . Joe Jardine is doing nice- Cruger, quarterback and guard rely, thank you. Maybe he isn't as spectively on Rollins 1932 chameager to get circulating as you pionship eleven each received ofPhone 6346 Collect
might think. He has a nice room fers to play professinoal ball, but
with a radio by the bedside up at are reported to have turned them
Aulick and Emerson
the Delta Rho Gamma house and down. At present they are engaged
Home and Automobile Radios
lots of visitors . . . . After each in hunting jobs. Shorty Fisher,
meal Dick Washington may be seen halfback, is undertaking less ar139 Court Street
Orlando
faithfully carrying a tray from duous work. He is keeping bachthe Commons up to Joe's room . . . elor apartments in his home at

Webster, Missouri. Danny Contini,
star end, is in Winter Park coaching the freshman team, trying to
turn out wingmen in keeping with
the old tradition. Flop Morris has
accepted the position of football
coach at Palmetto High School. His
eleven, playing its opener against
Hillsboro High School, state interscholastic champions, fought them
to a standstill in a game replete
with thrills.
Several players on the Tar football team have been making the
most of the agreement with Orlando High School entitling the Rollins squad to twenty free admissions. Linton Malone, Charlie Sealover, Ray Miller, Dave Owen, Bob
Howe, and Dick Washington have
been frequent attendants at high
school games. They have been
chaperoned on their vistis by Guy
Colado, who enlivened the occasion
by his spirited and poignant comment.

ROLLINS GRIDDERS
ENGAGE NEWBERRY
IN S, L A. A. GAME
Jardine Oat for Season
with Fractured
Knee-cap;
Doyle and Sealover Nurse Minor
Injuries;
Straggle Promises
to be
Bitter

Fractured Knee-cap
Eliminates Jardine
Joe Jardine, Rollins center broke
his knee cap on third play in
Rollins-South Georgia game Tuesday evening October 17th a t Tink
er Field, Orlando.
Shortly after receiving injury he
was carried to the Orange General
Hospital where he received im
diate treatment. Now, he is
fined to his bed for ten days a t the
Delta Gamma House.
r. Burks stated that Jardine
will not be permitted to indulge
otball this year. However, it
stated that the condition is not
permanent one.
He is a graduate of the South
Georgia State Junior College. There
Jardine became well-grounded
fundamentals and here he showed
willingness to learn the McDowall
type of offense, thus giving the
promise *of making a valuable
young man on the squad. His loss
is a severe blow to the hopes of
the Tars, as he had been counted
upon to play an important role in
the development of another winning
team.
Because of Jardine's disability,
the squad now looks to Danny Winant as the best available man for
the pivot post.

ping them in a bushel basket at
forty yards. Inasmuch as Miller
handles the punting for the Tars
we're beginning to wonder if Santa
Claus hasn't presented us with a
Ray Miller seems a much im- genuine triple-threat.
Rollins Sandspur
proved man this season. His field
generalship leaves little to be deMaine Cancer Toll High
sired and he is beginning to win
Portland, Me. (UP)—In proporhis spurs as a broken fiield runner tion to population, more persons
to say nothing of his passing abili- died of cancer in Maine last year
ty. If Ray keeps on, he'll be drop- than in any other state.

Rollins Tars, twenty-five strong
will board the 2:15 train tomor.
row (Thursday) afternoon, trav.
eling to South Carolina where they
will engage the Newberry Indians
in a struggle that promises to be
one of the hardest and most crucial of the season.
Newberry has an unusually
strong team, consisting of ten raen
who played against Rollins
year and one of last year's utility
men. It will be remembered that
the encounter last Fall was an extremely close one and Rollins was
compelled to make several stands
on her own goal-line to clinch the
victory, 7-0. This year Newberry
has overwhelmed So. Georgia, 25-0,
while Rollins trimmed the same aggregation to the tune of 30-0.
Several players on the Douglas
eleven expressed the opinion
Tuesday night that the Newberry
eleven was the stronger of the two
teams and that an end-around play
was one of the chief cogs in he
offense. Accordingly McDowall'
men have been carefully drilled
against plays encircling the 11
and in addition have brushed up
considerably on their passing attack.
Newberry was defeated by a
strong Oglethorpe eleven, 20-0,
eked out a 7-7 tie with Citadel, and
downed Catawba, 19-7. It ci
surmised by this that she has a
strong team and that she will enter
the game a decided favorite.
As yet Coach McDowall has not
announced his selections and states
that he will not do so until late this
afternoon or tomorrow morning.
The coaches have been busy during
the past week, trying to remedy
weakness on defense which was
so pronounced against South Geor
gia State. Owing to the injury of
Jardine, the center post will be
filled permanently by Danny Winant.

24-Hour Service
Phone 9197-W
Dougherty and Sova

ROLLINS
STUDENTS!
Our Plant ia at
Your Serrice

Orange Laundry
and

Colonial Cleaners
Fairbanks Ave.

-

Phone 41

mat youin your
want
pipe

PLUMBING
SYSTEM
is dangerous unless properly installed. Our prices
are right and our work
guaranteed.

FOSTER R.

FANNING
PlumUng, Heating and Gas
Appliances

. . . is tobacco that's made to
smoke in a pipe. This means the right
kind of leaf tobacco—the kind that
grows for pipes.

Eddie Reynolds and His Orchestra
Course Dinners - Chop Suey - Steaks
Italian Dishes

It means that it's made right . . .
and old man Wellman, who taught us
how to make Granger, knew how. It
means that it's cut right.

Our Pleasure
Is To Serve You
a sensible package
10 cents

LET US CALL FOR AND
DELIVER YOUR CAR

(jrranger Rough Cut

$j»rvic« $tore». tttc.
One Stop Does It All—Orlando
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Just pack Granger good and
tight in your pipe and strike
a match. Folks seem to like it.

9 im.

UMITT tl M n u TOBACCO CO,

—the tobacco that's MADE FOR PIPES

s,

